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11. Lignite Redux:
New Technologies Ignite Interest in Lignite.
M. Thomas Arceneaux
Blanchard, Walker, O'Quin & Roberts
Shreveport,Louisiana

I. Introduction
Coal is an ancient fuel. The cave man used coal for heating.' The
Romans used coal in England in 100-200 A.D.2 The Hopi Indians used
coal found in the southwestern United States for heating, cooking and
baking pottery as early as the 1300's.3 English settlers in the United
States began mining coal commercially in Virginia in the 1740's. 4
Coal's use as a fuel to create energy, rather than as a stand alone
heating source, might be traced to James Watt's invention of the steam
engine during the industrial revolution.' Coal powered the engine, which
greatly increased the productivity of manufacturing processes. In the
1880's, electric companies began to use coal to provide power for
electrical generation plants.'
Coal starts out as peat and gradually can become anthracite through
metamorphosis due to heat and burial pressure.7 With time and heat, peat
becomes lignite, which becomes subbituminous coal, which becomes
bituminous coal, which ultimately becomes anthracite.' Lignite is
considered an "immature" coal because it is still soft and somewhat light
in color.' Anthracite, on the other hand, is hard and shiny.o Geologists
rank coal according to maturity and energy content. The low ranking
coals, lignite and subbituminous coal, have lower carbon content and
more moisture. Consequently, they have lower energy content."

United States Department of Energy, A Brief History of the Coal Use,
www.fossil.energy.gov/education/energylessons/coal/coa-history/html(December 2005).
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Both lignite and subbituminous coal are found in Louisiana."
Louisiana lignites have an "A" classification, with a heat content of
about 7,000 13tu/lb. Their sulphur content averages 0.64%, ash 16.1%
and moisture 3.0%."
Lignitel 4 was found in northwestern Louisiana as early as 1812." At
that time, residents used lignite for blacksmithing and domestic heating."
In addition, Louisianians used lignite in the early 1900s to fire brick and
to generate steam." Some cane sugar refiners and tile manufacturers used
it for power." Other minor uses included distillation to produce burning
oil, lubricating oil and paraffin, as well as a preservative to store eggs."
In the 1950s and 1960s, electric utilities recognized that lignite could be
used to generc.te electricity, but it was not cost-effective at that time.2 o
As a result of the Arab oil embargo in 1973 and the desire to limit
dependence by the United States on foreign sources of oil, in 1978, the
United States enacted legislation that limited the use of oil and natural
gas as boiler fuels. 2' In anticipation of the greater viability of lignite for
use to generate electrical power, Central Louisiana Electric Company
(CLECO) and Southwestern Electric Power Company (SWEPCO) began
to compete for mining leases and other rights in DeSoto and Red River
Parishes.22 In 1978 they joined forces to develop the Dolet Hills Mine to
deliver lignite to a jointly operated power plant.2 3 In October, 1989, Red
River Mining Company opened the Oxbow Lignite Mine in Red River
Parish to provide additional lignite for electrical power generation.24 In

Troy, French and Ales, Coal and Lignite in Louisiana (La. Dept. Natural Resources
May, 1993), p.3 (http://dnr.louisiana.gov/sec/execdiv/TECHASMT/energy_sources/coal
lignite? 1993_coalreport/coal.htm)
13
Id.
14
The word "lignite' comes from the Latin root lignum, meaning wood. New
Webster's Dictionary (Ottenheimer Publishers, Inc. 1992).
1s
Louisiana Geological Survey: Lignite Resources in Louisiana, p. 2 (2000).
http://www.Igs.siu.edu/deploy/uploads/Slignite.pdf.
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Power Plan: and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978, Pub. L. 95-520
(November 9,
1978). Most of the provisions of the Fuel Use Act were repealed by Pub. L. 100-42 (May
21, 1987).
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Louisiana Geological Survey, supra, at 2.
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1998, the Dolet Hills Mine produced 2,342,237 short tons of lignite and
the Oxbow Lignite Mine produced 989,204 short tons.
The prospect of mining lignite in Louisiana raised questions about
whether the 1974 Louisiana Mineral Code 26 sufficiently addressed
mineral rights relating to solid minerals like lignite, as well as whether
Louisiana needed additional reclamation requirements related to the after
effects of strip mining. Louisiana lignite is uncovered through surface, or
strip, mining. The mine operator removes (strips) overlying materials
down to the lignite deposit so that the operator can remove the lignite
using a dragline or a motorized scraper."
Amendments to the Mineral Code in 1976,"2 198229 and 19830
made significant changes to important Mineral Code provisions to
account for the unique characteristics of lignite mining. The Legislature
enacted the Louisiana Surface Mining and Reclamation Act" in 1976,2
and amended and reenacted it in 1978" to provide orderly regulation of
surface mining and reclamation.
The federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 199034 regulate
emissions for coal and lignite-fired electricity generation plants to
prevent "acid rain" and other ill effects. In 2005, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") promulgated Standards of
Performance for New and Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility
Steam Generating Units, 35 also known as "CAMR." 36 CAMR required
reductions of mercury emissions by coal-powered electrical generating
plants over time.3 ' The United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit vacated CAMR on February 8, 2008, in State of New
Jersey v. Environmental Protection Agency.38 Even with the New Jersey
decision, it is likely that in the long term that either Congress or the
25
26
27

Id.
La. R.S. 31:1, et seq., hereinafter called the "Mineral Code."

Id

La. Acts 1976, No. 129.
29
La. Acts 1982, No. 280.
30
La. Acts 1983, No. 203.
31
La. R.S. 30:901, et seq.
32
La. Acts 1976, No. 141.
3
La. Acts 1978, No. 406.
34
The Clean Air Act originally was passed as Pub. L. 91-604 (December 31, 1970).
The 1990 amendments were part of Pub. L. 101-549 (November 15, 1990). The current
statutes is found at 42 U.S.C. §7401, et seq.
3
70 Fed. Reg. 28,606 (May 18, 2005).
36
"CAMR" stands for "Clean Air Mercury Rule."
3
70 Fed. Reg. 28,606 (May 18, 2005).
38
517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
28
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states will consider it good public policy to continue to seek reductions in
mercury emiss ions by coal-powered electrical generating plants.
One company that is leading the way in the technology to reduce
mercury emissions from coal-powered electrical generating plants is
Littleton, Colorado-based ADA-ES, Inc. ADA-ES has developed a
process for injecting activated carbon into the fluestream of a coalpowered electrical generation plant. Mercury adheres to the activated
carbon and is captured on the fly ash. Leaching tests verify that once the
mercury is captured on the fly ash, it is very stable. The fly ash then can
be deposited in an ordinary landfill or used for reclamation as a
nonhazardous waste.
Because of the increase in interest in lignite for electrical generation
and other uses, it is helpful to review the legal regimes that affect lignite
exploration, especially in relation to the exploration for other minerals,
particularly oil and gas. The review will start with an overview of
mineral ownership, then discuss the creation of servitudes and leases for
mineral explo7ation, the basics of mining plans and reclamation, and,
finally, the relationship between surface mining of solid minerals and oil
and gas exploration. It is intended as a primer, not an exhaustive review
of all aspects of solid mineral development.
II. Mineral Ownership
Article 490 of the Louisiana Civil Code" states the basic principle
of the right to ixploit immovable property:
Unless otherwise provided by law, the ownership of a tract of land
carries with it the ownership of everything that is directly above or
under it.
The owner may make works on, above, or below the land as he
pleases, and draw all the advantages that accrue from them, unless
he is restriined by law or by rights of others.
Expanding on the principles of the Civil Code, the Mineral Code
provides that tie ownership of minerals in, on or under land depends on
the nature of the minerals themselves. Different principles apply
depending on whether the minerals are solid and, therefore, in place, or
fugacious and, therefore, mobile in nature.
Article 5 of the Mineral Code40 provides the principle for ownership
of solid minerals:
Ownership of land includes all minerals occurring naturally in a
solid state. Solid minerals are insusceptible of ownership apart from
the land until reduced to possession.

3

Hereinafter called simply the "Civil Code."

40

La. R.S. 31::3.
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Unless the law or some right in favor of another creates a different
result, products derived from a thing as a result of the diminution of its
substance (e.g., the removal of solid minerals), belong to the owner of
the thing." In fact, an owner may recover damages from one who
removes solid minerals from his land without authorization." This is the
jumping off point for analysis of rights relating to surface mining.
Unlike the case with solid minerals, oil and gas (and other fugacious
minerals) are not owned by the owner of the land. Article 6 of the
Mineral Code" states:
Ownership of land does not include ownership of oil, gas, and other
minerals occurring naturally in liquid or gaseous form, or of any
elements or compounds in solution, emulsion, or association with
such minerals. The landowner has the exclusive right to explore and
develop his property for the production of such minerals and to
reduce them to possession and ownership.
This Article essentially states the principle of the rule of capture."
In summary, solid minerals are owned by the owner of the land and
cannot be owned by another until reduced to possession,45 while
fugacious minerals are owned by no one until reduced to possession."
By "reduced to possession," the Mineral Code means being brought
under physical control to permit delivery to another.
In practice, of course, the owner of the land rarely exploits his or her
land for minerals personally.' He or she typically grants rights to others
to explore for and produce minerals on the land at their risk and
La. Civ. Code art. 488.
La. R.S. 31:13.
43
La. R.S. 31:6.
4
See also La. R.S. 31:8 ("A landowner may use and enjoy his property in the most
unlimited manner for the purpose of discovering and producing minerals, provided it is
not prohibited by law. He may reduce to possession and ownership all of the minerals
occurring naturally in a liquid or gaseous state that can be obtained by operations on or
beneath his land even though his operations may cause their migration from beneath the
land of another.")
41

42

45

La. R.S. 31:5.

See La.R.S. 31:6.
La. R.S. 31:7.
48
While it might seem that an owner "leasing" his or her land for lignite would prefer
to sell the land rather than lease it because of the disruption of surface leasing, most
owners still lease the property for several reasons. First, they may be able to continue to
occupy the property until mining gets closer to the site. Second, the cost of relocation is
generally included in the consideration paid for the lease. Third, the mine operator has the
obligation to reclaim the land at the conclusion of the lease. Fourth, the coal lease
provides for royalties, while a conveyance might not. Of course, a landowner could
reserve a mineral royalty in a conveyance and receive future revenues through that
device. See La. R.S. 31:80.
4
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expense.49 'This is accomplished by the granting of mineral rights as
defined by the Mineral Code.o A mineral right is an incorporeal
immovable, alienable, heritable and subject to the laws of registry." The
fundamental mineral rights are the mineral servitude, the mineral royalty
and the minera. lease, although the Mineral Code does not prohibit the
creation of other mineral rights." A mineral royalty is a non-operating, or
passive interest." This article will focus on interests that might result in
operations for exploration for and production of minerals. Typically,
those include the mineral servitude and the mineral lease.
III. Creatio a of Servitudes and Leases for Mineral Exploration
The Mineril Code provides that: "A mineral servitude is the right of
enjoyment of land belonging to another for the purpose of exploring for
and producing minerals and reducing them to possession and
ownership." 4 Most title examiners are accustomed to seeing either grants
of servitudes or reservations of servitudes of "oil, gas and other
minerals." One of the first questions that arises with respect to solid
minerals is whether such a reservation includes within "other minerals"
minerals that must be extracted through surface mining rather than
through a bore hole. As with many legal questions, the answer, it seems,
is, "It depends.'
A good starting point for such a determination is the landmark
Louisiana Supreme Court decision in Continental Group, Inc. v.
Allison." Continental Group was decided based on the law in effect prior
to the adoption of the Mineral Code, but it is instructive in determining
how to interpret mineral servitude grants and reservations.
In 1956, after two years of extensive negotiations, Mansfield
Hardwood Lurrber Company sold 92,000 acres of timberland in seven
parishes in north Louisiana to Robert Gair Co., Inc., the predecessor in
interest to Conlinental Group, Inc. Mansfield specifically reserved "all
mineral rights" in the conveyance. There was evidence that Mansfield
had offered to sell the right to explore for all minerals for an additional
See La. R.S. 31:15 ("A landowner may convey, reserve, or lease his right to explore
and develop his lani for production of minerals and to reduce them to possession.")
so
La. R.S. 31:16.

49

s1

La. R.S. 31:13.

52

Id.
s3
La. R.S. 31:80 ("A mineral royalty is the right to participate in production of
minerals from land owned by another or land subject to a mineral servitude owned by
another. Unless expressly qualified by the parties, a royalty is a right to share in gross
production free of mining or drilling and production costs.')
5
La. R.S. 31:19.
ss
404 So. 2d 428 (La. 1981).
56
Id. at 429.
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price, but that Gair had rejected the offer." At the time of the sale, about
20,000 acres were under oil and gas leases, but no other minerals were
subject to leases or in any mineral production." In addition, while some
of the acreage contained sand and gravel deposits and lignite existed on
certain of the acreage, no production of any solid minerals was then
economically feasible."
In a declaratory judgment action, Continental argued that the
reservation should be interpreted to include only oil and gas, not solid
minerals like lignite that required surface or strip mining. The district
court ruled in Continental's favor, but the Louisiana Court of Appeal for
the Second Circuit reversed.o Continental applied to the Louisiana
Supreme Court for further review." The Supreme Court affirmed the
decision of the Second Circuit on the interpretation issue, but on
rehearing found that the servitude as to solid minerals had been lost due
to the prescription of non-use.6 2
The Supreme Court reviewed cases in Louisiana and elsewhere to
reach its interpretation holding. The fact that the reservation said, "all
minerals," and the extensive negotiations apparently were the persuasive
factors. The court reviewed three particular Louisiana cases involving
less obvious reservations. In Huie Hodge Lumber Co. v. RailroadLands
Co.," the court had found that the terms "iron, coal and other minerals"
did not include oil and gas. In Holloway Gravel Co. v. McKowen," the
terms "all the mineral, oil and gas rights" in a mineral reservation did not
include sand and gravel. In River Rouge Minerals, Inc. v. Energy
Resources of Minnesota," the Louisiana Court of Appeal for the Second
Circuit had determined that "oil, gas and other minerals" in an oil and
gas lease included only other minerals similar to oil and gas. Of course,
the interpretive concept of ejusdem generis supports all three
"
58

Id. at 430.
Id. at 429.

Id.
379 So. 2d 1117 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1979).
61
404 So. 2d at 430.
62
Id. The ultimate result on the prescription issue has been changed by Article 40 of
the Mineral Code, La. R.S. 31:40, which the Supreme Court discusses in its opinion on
rehearing. Article 40 of the Mineral Code provides, "An interruption of prescription
applies to all types of minerals covered by the act creating the servitude and all modes of
its use." Because the Supreme Court determined that the reservation covered solid
minerals, had ContinentalGroup been decided under the Mineral Code, the result would
have been different because the court found that the seller had preserved the servitude
over oil and gas.
6
151 La. 197, 91 So. 676 (1922), cited at 404 So. 2d 431.
6
200 La. 917, 9 So. 2d 228 (1942), cited at 404 So. 2d 431.
65
331 so. 2d 878 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1976), cited at 404 So. 2d 431.
5

60
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conclusions. Because there was no illustrative list in the reservation
before it, the Supreme Court determined that "all minerals" meant what it
said."
One may gliean several principles of interpretation from Continental
Group and the three cases it cites in its analysis. First, in interpreting a
grant or reservation, one must look to the entirety of the instrument to
determine the context of a provision. For example, in River Rouge
Minerals, the lease contained many provisions describing the kinds of
operations for drilling for oil or gas, but none that mentioned surface
mining. Second, when a reservation or grant lists examples of particular
minerals, a court may well limit the scope of the reservation or grant to
minerals of the kind or nature of those in the list, or to minerals typically
extracted by the same or similar means. Third, "all" may mean "all" if
there is no list or are no examples.
Once a servitude exists that includes lignite, how may that servitude
be exercised to prevent the prescription of non-use? Generally, a mineral
servitude is lost if not exercised for ten years." Given that surface mining
takes place on particular tracts, if the servitude in question covers only
solid minerals, not oil and gas," in the absence of legislative assistance,
surface mining would have been severely hampered by the prescriptive
rules. The MinerLl Code, however, provides legislative assistance.
Article 60 of the Mineral Code says, "An obstacle to drilling or
mining operation or to production of any mineral covered by an act
creating a mineral servitude suspends the running of prescription as to all
minerals covered by the act."6 1In 1982, the Louisiana legislature added a
subsection (B) to Article 61 of the Mineral Codeo to provide a means of
extending a servitude for the exploration for and production of lignite or
coal by means of a suspension of prescription under certain
circumstances:
B. The inclusion of land burdened by a servitude that includes the
right to develop lignite or coal in a mining plan to conduct surface
lignite or other forms of coal mining and reclamation operations is
an obstacle to the use of that. servitude with respect to all land
included in the mining plan provided the following requirements are
satisfied:
404 So. 2d at 432 ("We therefore determine that the parties in this case intended
what the words chosen clearly expressed, that the vendor reserved 'all mineral rights'.")
67
La. R.S. 31:27(1).
68
Because of Art cle 40 of the Mineral Code, La. R.S. 31:40, if the servitude covered
all minerals, then exercise with respect to oil and gas would preserve the servitude as to
solid minerals as well. See discussion at n. 63, supra.
69
La. R.S. 31:60.
70
La. R.S. 31:61(B), added by La. Acts 1982, No. 780.
"
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(1) Lignite or another form of coal susceptible of being mined has
been discovered as a result of acts committed on the land or due to
acts providing a reasonable basis of proof of the discovery of the
mineral.
(2) A mining plan for the ultinate production of lignite or other
forms of coal, together with a permit issued by the appropriate
government official, is filed in the conveyance records of the parish
or parishes in which the land burdened by the servitude is located.
(3) The mining plan along with any amendments thereto, provides
for the ultimate production of the lignite or other forms of coal from
the land burdened by the servitude.
(4) Actual mining operations have begun on land included in the
plan, although such operations are not being conducted on the land
burdened by the servitude.
Prescription shall begin to run again when reclamation operations
on the land burdened by the servitude are complete, the land
burdened by the servitude is deleted from the mining plan, or there
is no longer in effect a permit for lignite or other form of coal
mining and reclamation as to any land included in the mining plan,
whichever is sooner.
The terms "mining plan" and "actual mining operations" are defined
in Section 213 of the Mineral Code." A mining plan is a plan approved
based on the process outlined in the Louisiana Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act.72 "Actual mining operations"with respect to coal or
lignite operation means good faith operations to obtain or establish
lignite or coal production." The definition includes "safe harbor"
activities that constitute good faith operations, including such activities
as the removal of existing structures, construction of railroad spurs,
construction of sedimentation ponds, and the on-site erection of major
equipment for the removal or transportation of lignite or other coal and
overburden.7 4 Moreover, the activity is attributable to the mining operator
even if it is conducted by an affiliated synthetic fuel facility or an
affiliated specific major electric generating facility."
As a result of these legislative provisions, a mineral servitude
covering lignite could last a considerably longer time than ten years,
even if the actual mining of the land burdened by the servitude does not
occur for longer than ten years from the grant or reservation.
n1
7

La. R.S. 31:213(2) and (7).
La. R.S. 30:901, et seq.
La. R.S. 31:213(7)(a).

74

La. R.S. 31:213(7)(b).

75

La. R.S. 31:213(7)(c)(ii) and (iii).

72
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A landowner or mineral servitude owner may grant a mineral lease
to permit some other person to explore for lignite. "A mineral lease is a
contract by which the lessee is granted the right to explore for and
produce minerals."" The Mineral Code, as adopted in 1974, provided for
a.maximum term for a mineral lease of ten years, but then provided for a
"shut-in" payment for solid minerals that would permit the extension of
the term to a maximum of twenty total years.77 In 1976, the Legislature
decided to take a different approach with respect to lignite and coal
leases. The 1976 amendment to Article 115 of the Mineral Code7 1
excepted "lignite or other forms of coal" from the second paragraph of
the Article, which became Article 115(B), and added a subsection (C) to
the Article7 :
C. (1) Any lease, granting the right to explore for and produce
lignite or another form of coal, which is included within a mining
plan and upon which no actual operations have begun, may provide
for an extension beyond the initial ten year term for a period of
thirty years by the payment of rent, an advance royalty payment or
any other form of periodic payment to the lessor, provided the
following reqiirements are satisfied:
(a) Lignite or another form of coal susceptible of being mined
has been ciscovered as a result of acts committed on the land or
due to acts providing a reasonable basis of proof of the discovery
of the mineral.
(b) A mining plan for the ultimate production of lignite.or other
forms of coal, together with a permit issued by the commissioner
of conservation, is filed in the conveyance records of the parish
or parishes in which the leased land is located.
(c) The mining plan, along with any amendments thereto,
provides for the ultimate production of the lignite or other forms
of coal from the land leased.
(d) Actual mining operations have begun on land included in the
plan, althcugh such operations are not being conducted on the
lease being extended.
(2) The mining plan may authorize removal of lignite or other forms
of coal from different seams, beds or other deposits and from
noncontiguous tracts of land, provided such operations are so
integrated as t constitute a single mining plan.

76

n
78
7

La. R.S. 31:114.
La. R.S. 31:15, a enacted by La. Acts 1974, No. 50.
La. Acts 1976, No. 129.
La. R.S. 31:115(C).
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(3) A lease granting the right to explore for and produce lignite or
other forms of coal may be extended by payments pursuant to this
Subsection as long as mining operations under the plan continue
with the diligence of a reasonably prudent operator without
cessation for more than five years.
(4) The lease granting the right to explore for and produce lignite or
other forms of coal may not be extended for a period greater than
forty years unless there have been. actual mining operations or
production on the land leased or on land unitized therewith.
Accordingly, a lignite or coal lease may be extended for a term of up to
40 years under the circumstances and conditions described above.
An actual redacted Coal Mining Lease is attached as Appendix A to
these materials. A full discussion of the terms and conditions of a coal
lease are beyond the scope of this paper,so but a few observations about
common and recommended terms might be helpful.
The granting or habendum clause"' normally extends broad rights to
the lessee to prospect for and mine coal and associated minerals. The
habendum clause in the sample lease also contains a specific grant of
auxiliary rights with respect to the use of the land and the use of other
solid substances found on the leased land, as well as ground water rights.
A good lignite lease certainly should include the right to mine and
remove products found with the lignite in place, the right to ground water
or surface water and the right to remove and dispose of substances other
than lignite either prior to or in connection with actual surface mining."
In addition, it is essential for surface mining that the lease contain
provisions permitting the lessee permanently to divert or eliminate nonnavigable waterbodies such as streams or ponds and to alter permanently
contours and ground elevations, as well as private roads and road
access." From the lessee's standpoint, a lignite lease should permit the
use of the surface of one tract for facilities for mining another tract in the
same mining permit area.84 It should also provide that the lease extends
through any reclamation activities subsequent to the removal of mineable
lignite."
A good primary term clause of a lignite lease " might incorporate
the maximum extensions permitted by the Mineral Code. This would
See M. Murchison, Louisiana Lignite, The Landman (February, 1987), at 37, for a
more extensive discussion on this subject.
8I
Paragraph I in the sample lease.
82
Murchison, supra,at 40.
so

83

Id.
IdP
g

95

Id

86

E.g., Paragraph 2 of the sample lease.
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permit the lease to have the longest life permitted under the Mineral
Code. The prinrary term clause of the sample lease also includes a
definition of actual mining operations.
Finally, the lignite lessee should make it clear that it has the right,
but not the obligation, to mine the area covered by the lease. The lease
should contain provisions permitting acreage to be released from the
lease, to determ:.ne the nature and extent of the activity on the leased
acreage, and to determine not to mine all the lignite that might underlie
the acreage covered by the lease."
IV. Mining Plans and Reclamation
In 1976, the Louisiana Legislature adopted the Louisiana Surface
Mining and Rec amation Act88 "to avoid the adverse effects to society
and the environment from unregulated surface mining operations" and to
promote the reclamation of mined lands." The United States encouraged
Louisiana, and other states, to adopt their own regulation of surface
mining and reclamation in the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 197790, and in 1978 Louisiana revamped the Louisiana Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act. 9' Because the Federal Act gave the states
the option to assume and retain exclusive control over the regulation of
surface mining and reclamation of land, Louisiana exercised its option to
do so.92 Very Jew practitioners likely will be involved with the
development or implementation of a mining plan, mining permit or
reclamation plan, and exhaustive review of the requirements and process
is well beyond the scope of this primer, but a brief outline of the steps
may be helpful.
A person may not engage in coal mining operations unless he has a
permit issued by the Commissioner of Conservation. 93 The contents and
the details of the :rocess for obtaining a permit are contained in Title 43,
Part XV, Subpar: 3 of the Louisiana Administrative Code. The permit
lasts for a maximum term of five years, unless given special permission
by the Commissioner.94 The permit terminates within three years if the
permittee has not commenced the surface coal mining operations
covered, although the Commissioner may grant extensions of the time
C

E8
F
so

Murchison, supa, at 40.
La. Acts 1976, No. 141, adopted La. R.S. 30:901, etseq.
La. R.S. 30:903
Pub. L. 97-87, 30 U.S.C. §1201, et seq. (hereinafter referred to as the "Federal

Act").
91
La. Acts 1978, No. 406.
92
30 U.S.C. §125;; La. R.S. 30:902(F)-(I).
9
La. RS 906(A).
94

Id. at (B3).
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period under limited circumstances.95 A valid permit carries with it a
right of successive renewal upon expiration with respect to areas within
the boundaries of the existing permit, unless the Commissioner makes
certain negative findings, including if the terms and conditions of the
current permit are not met." If the renewal application extends beyond
the then current boundaries of the permit, the application to renew the
permit will be subject to the full standards applicable." A permit renewal
cannot exceed the period of the original permit."
V. The Rocky Relationship Between
Surface Mining and Oil and Gas Exploration
It is possible for a landowner or mineral servitude owner to grant
mineral rights to different persons with respect to fugacious minerals like
oil and gas and solid minerals like lignite. When that occurs, issues arise
as to the use to be made of the property by the holder of the mineral
rights over each kind of mineral.
Article I1(A) of the Mineral Code establishes the principles that
govern the respective uses that each mineral right holder may make with
regard to the rights of other mineral right holders and the owner of the
land:"
A. The owner of land burdened by a mineral right or rights and the
owner of a mineral right must exercise their respective rights with
reasonable regard for those of the other. Similarly the owners of
separate mineral rights in the same land must exercise their
respective rights with reasonable regard for the rights of other
owners.
Article 11 as originally enacted in the Mineral Code did not expressly
provide for application of the concept of "reasonable regard" for the
rights of another mineral right holder by a mineral right holder other than
the owner. 00 The second sentence of the subsection was added in
1982.'0

The comment to the original Article 11 sheds helpful light on how
courts should apply the concept of reasonable regard:
Article 11 is intended to provide a flexible formula governing the
relationship between the mineral servitude owner and the owner of
the servient estate. [1]t is intended that the general specification of
9
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00
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Id. at (C).
Id. at (D)(1)
Id. at (D)(2).
Id. at (D)(3).
La. R.S. 31:11 (A).

La. R.S. 31:11, as enacted by La. Acts 1974, No. 50.
La. Acts 1982, No. 280; La. R.S. 31:11, 1982 Comment.
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Article 11 be adopted and that the relationship be one in which the
parties each must exercise their rights to use the land with
reasonable regard for those of the other. This standard . . . should

permit concurrent uses of land by the owner of mineral rights and
the owner of the land and those deriving use rights from him.
Further, the standard does not attempt to suggest that rights and
liabilities rrust always be based on negligence. Uses by one party
which may be considered ultra-hazardous as to the other's right to
concurrent use of the land may in proper circumstances result in the
imposition of liability without regard to the manner of performance
of the activity in question.
There is no significant case law putting flesh on the skeleton of
Article 11's reasonable regard standard. One may infer some basic
principles about "reasonable regard" from Caskey v. Kelly Oil
Company,"o2 although Caskey is primarily a case dealing with the
interpretation of a so-called "adjacent lands" clause in an oil and gas
lease.
The issue o: reasonable regard arose in Caskey in the context of a
dispute between oil and gas lessors and their lessee. For many years,
predecessors in interest to Kelly Oil Company had used an unimproved
road to cross one tract, the Connell tract, to get to a well on an adjacent
tract, the Seamster tract. After Kelly became the operator, it wanted to
use the Connell tract to get to another well site on another adjacent tract,
the Crichton tract, and it caused its contractor to improve the road, laying
a high quality shale oilfield road across the Connell tract. The owners of
the Connell tract objected to the increased use and improved road
because it allegedly interfered with their surface use of the tract. They
sought an injunction against the use of the Connell tract for access to the
Crichton tract.
The district court denied the injunctive relief the plaintiffs sought,
finding that the use of the road was permitted pursuant to the adjacent
lands clause in the lease and that the increased use of the road was
reasonable. The -ourt of appeal reversed,'o finding that the increased
burden of the new road was not a reasonable exercise of the lessee's
rights.'" It reasoned that to increase the burden on the lessor, the road
had to provide some mutual benefit to the lessor and the lessee."os
]Because it found no benefit to the lessor, it prohibited the use of the
road.'"
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1998-1193 (La. 6/29/99), 737 So. 2d 1257.
30,278 (La. App. 2d Cir. 2/25/98), 706 So. 2d 1102.
Id. at 1105.
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The Louisiana Supreme Court granted Kelly's application for writ
of certiorari and reversed the judgment of the Court of Appeal for the
Second Circuit.o' It rejected the "mutual benefit" analysis of the court of
appeal, finding that Article 122 of the Mineral Code' did not require
Kelly to prove a benefit to the lessors. 9 It then found that the use by
Kelly of the surface of the lessors' tract, including the increased use and
the substantially improved road, was reasonable. It held that the thrust of
the "reasonable regard" principle in Article 11 of the Mineral Code'
was to permit a lessor and lessee to make concurrent use of the land, with
neither having a paramount right. 1 '
Although Caskey arose in the context of use by a mineral lessor and
lessee, Article 1l's second sentence, "Similarly the owners of separate
mineral rights in the same land must exercise their respective rights with
reasonable regard for the rights of the other owners," clearly makes
Caskey's rationale apply to concurrent use by. the holders of minerals
rights related to oil and gas and those related to lignite. Thus, use by one
need not benefit the other, and each mineral owner has the right to make
concurrent use of the land, with neither having a paramount right.
Perhaps the best solution as a practical matter is for the parties
involved to attempt to negotiate a mutual use agreement that sets forth
the parties correlative rights. In the absence of such an agreement, courts
will develop jurisprudential rules on a case-by-case basis."' One author
has suggested that the Commissioner of Conservation has authority to
determine the relative rights of use of the parties,' but, to date, the
Commissioner has not established any rules to regulate the relationships
between holders of mineral rights covering oil and gas on the one hand
and solid minerals such as lignite on the other.
VI. Conclusion
Given the seemingly insatiable appetite of Americans for energy
and the continued dependence of the United States on foreign sources of
oil, it seems safe to assume that the economic feasibility of lignite
Caskey v. Kelly Oil Co., 1998-1193 (La. 6/29/99), 737 So. 2d 1257.
La. R.S. 31:122 ("A mineral lessee is not under a fiduciary obligation to his lessor,
but he is bound to perform the contract in good faith and to develop and operate the
property leased as a reasonably prudent operator for the mutual benefit of himself and his
lessor. Parties may stipulate what shall constitute reasonably prudent conduct on the part
of the lessee.")
'
737 So. 2d at 1262.
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Note, Reasonable Regard: A Solution to the Lignite Problem, 43 La. L. Rev. 1239,
1253-54 (May, 1983).

"
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production in Louisiana will continue for the foreseeable future. That
feasibility is enhanced by new uses for lignite, including the manufacture
of activated carbon for a variety of uses and the production of coalbed
methane. Thus, solid mineral law should advance in Louisiana as courts
grapple with the implications of the exercise of surface and mineral
rights by competing interests. The basic skeletal principles exist,
awaiting development of the skin, muscle and soft tissue that ultimately
will complete the body of law.
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ad:cAn of lignife a other forn of coal, together with a permit issuedby theCommisIoer of Consessotion, is filed, together wik the
plot of oil lands Inded ad I. the rining plan, in b convoyonce recouirds
oI the parishor parishes in which the Iemises are locoed: (dl the
mining plon along will any owmendmentu
thereto. provides for the simoose production of ligeo or otherfores of coal leornall or anypou.
tionof the rernises:oad (e) actual niling opeotto hoe begun on lond incliuded in the plan. obhough suchoperallons are not being
cnctced on the Prc ise. Said mining plo may outlhorite
removal of lignite or oher fomnos
of coal from different seamors,
beds or other
deposits and roe nmenotiguous trocts of land, provided suchoperations ore so
integrated as to conilile a singleminlng pion. Unless
otherwiserequired by firaol udgment canstruing to I. 5. 310 1IC, The
mining pion filed for registry in accoadone herewith may encoms.
pass one or more unit formedunder the prvisions of Paograph 20 hereal and may, but need not. be the some on any mining plan
be requires to be filed wishthe Office of Conservation, any swassor agency thereto, orany other agencyhosing isriadiction
amining permit or other permitsIn compliance with uting At futurs stattes or regulodes ofeting surfacermining. Thk too
may be extended by paymenis made purnuant to thispOtograph as long as rining operations under themainingplan continue with the
diligence a a reasans ly prudet operaler without cestatlan for marethan flive
(5) yars. Where a perell hasbeenissuedby theOffice
of Corwootion or itssuccessor
and filed for registry in accordance with this paragraph II wndsuchpermit Isgntoemodified or sucessei
permi)(s) are issued, T is"* shell file schmodified or sueassor permi for registry s horain provided, ThisLeosemay net be esended
under the termsof Ihh parograph for a period greater then forty (40) years,or suh greater addiional termwhich sheapplricable
low or
any omedments there
In may hereafter permitrunle there has been actal mining operations or production on or from the Proises

i

fcon

senoy
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therwisnh. Theright granted Lessee
In this porogroph re sepoote, comw1cei" a in addion o stesegranted in paraorph 20 herw.
12. fTWe
abao be no obligation. expres or Implied, on Lesseeto begin. proecute or contion
nting aperotons on t
hei. nor
toa
twreooe andfor seAor use at or esy possiot. of the sweol
in one af more teoms situaled skereon. nor lo seporolely in~ tor,
po rketany mteral or su~bslohte atsadoled or commriqld 5rith, of enountered n eigM spect froror
r tool. AN oblig
oftene esepressedherein and there tltbero
seens
eplied under his We.e it being agreed that adoonce royaties and
or thIs Leam and for persodsof srn where there is no actual
,ameipoid herender esttile tul and odequof* tosidasion
prodcialn. and for Less.s deeredeattons regorineg the montert referred to in the previous
93. Netasy of any em.end homee tIne to time esaste end deliver to lessor os placeof recordo rem
reteows it
oAlor
be releaed fros orta
lands and Lt.. shl thoruo
of shemmid thoreupon terminole thi hone asto
a
part
olions and dulles as s the lands to rloed,
inldtdtg einy obligaon
to tooke Nheodwo'ce royalty paymentt dsuribed
Paragraph 4. sampt obligaation.s ecoed os of the. dot* offih swrrender. All losds to releond and en whikh Lssee hos given no
lendered surfed dotmagepayrren under Parogroph 7 obove shol motein rbiert to the casements, servltsde. ights of way end other
sfaoce and usderoneutd vaes ooet grated to ste. lor so hug as tome,moy be necessory or useful to tenses in conneca". wih its
peratior on other lands.
14. Thete thell pay all property tome on ks Impioemetti ond property md shell pay ol sses. If any. tied against Wts riht, in
the cool or elter substones covered by this fees. Leter shollpoy ad toes leviled and eastted agolast the land as t and Lessovs
property and o toea teied and assesed egoinad it rightsin the cool or other substances covered by its Loe., I he eens the the
Ste, WhitedStates. or any mnidpolity or other gerernssel
ageney levies a license. severeane, predoetion or oher to o cool
-hee asionce here e, or n the agfh to operate or produce or s*l suchcool or other substances. th, and In that estt.
a
lessor heall eadh pay thu portion of sousi a attribttoble
to it respectiv rights in the cool or other substancet. Les
ed to pay any towe
and aossusents on behell of Ltasorand my, if it sodosire,. deduct the anount so paid romeroyales or atht
paymoett doe Lesser haretunder.
13. Lestortital eatinstilte on adles for concelaion of this Leosebecause of defoolt mnode by Lesse in any of the trems. coorennt
or conditions heoi Inlets Lesne he sotbegunto remedy luch delet within nlstny (901daysof
receipt of written notie tret tottor
sitoreof.
specifying such defosht end requesting remoedy
6. Any obl~gatit *(Leon dtoll **sided
the leueeis prevented Itrot
orn
ng lheretrk, In whole or In pen by ste
Sockwai. eaten of thesleurseoddesnets,
ordersor estion ot any apency ** broa of goerners, or other totters or condsies
beyontd the resonable conrt oef atons whetheror not siilor to the saedicogy enumerated.herei. and the period of anydetey or IM.
Nerrsptioad
of t e**castored thereby shal be disregarded in computtngsnely pertorsme by Lesseehereunder. the PrimoryTem r
nyesendedterm of this tese tsellbe t
nded Nor period of time equel to the tne Lesea prohibited or precluded farom,
or i
tdor ieresrupled In, asing5 reating, throning. psoceaig.,sing
or using 1t. coat coeedby thie reo by any low, order,
regl udogmert. de , or other acIon of ony agencyor brach of goenen.
proided. hoeer., that this term sthounothe canla.
i
nd as persrailig esiansion of this Lo.. beyond the petmisible term fot tootes t this notate as prosided byopplicable Lauuideno
17. Anywitwo note thal be given bylending tome by regstleted or certified malt podoge prepold and retw receipt requ
addressedto tse ato the addreas .hw obove. and any written nolice from Lesse to Lessor sholl be givn by seoding s
aequtedoddressed to Lessor at ..........................
a corifed mail.postageprepaid and esturereceipt
reoitred

aseecs.

wth

use*

..... . .... ... ... ... . .. ... .... ... ... ...

......

.. I

po .......... c

...... od. en.. o.... *.........

.............................. us1her potty my clserIg Its& otistto roce;-* naoe* by
note to the ether and such change of oddrest sall be elesive sen (10)daysafter the no*e Isreceived by theather poty.
IS. Shouldany person, firm or corporation having an intere in the surface of thePreties or i. the col situoted in, on o. undoo
Premies
lease the soe to Ltsa, or showid an one or more of 16e parties named as Lestor ne eOerva this otset. sh
stenvertheles be binding upon the party o poies exacuting she sme.
wtln

Got

19. the rights of either party Nereunder may be tonigned n whole or in part and the praslons Normal selll easeI so the rep
heis. e
mstecr, administrators succesors and oNlgas of the parties hereto. ihalthstoedlng any actual or construciv
royahies, odvance ryobl or other payments. howa*r oc.
notice to tems. mechange or divtien in ownership l Ithe Premoises.
complished. sha be binding upon the tesee (except of Lewe's option in ony particular case), enit niesty (90) days ofter tene dA
have been furnished with a certified or phtoacopy of the recorded intirureaf or irkwnernls enideating 5she change a tronser. inchsd
any intermediote tronsler been the tesor or his atoigns not iueretofore trsished to Ltee. and such chonge or transfer tha net
odvance royet
cny oaym'cttgmode prior sosaid date whether or net due. I raseaof death of o, pers entitled s* reasto roties,
or other payments. the eldence of change in ownenship sholl consist o tetters of odminietrcas or Grol decree at distbution of the estte of the decadent issuedby a mus of conpeteto ueiicctom o the decadeirs estateincluding hit interest in the Premise,less may
neltl wchdae cominue
so pay uch aet
oeence royalties or other poyments as if such dionge or tranifer had not been made,or
ay pay the some ouarding to the iterest of moord as diidosed by she tnst cesratoen oa oabas t in les's possession subse
to tedteof this team, or oa Lesteeis option any sepend the payment thereo until ninety (90) days after tsh *nldic is rece
chorageor dlinilen in the ownership of the Prtises, royales, advance royalies or other paymets shal opeate to inueose
abligolre or dimoinishthe ight of Lest.. No dhilon of royalties,edvomce royalties or ather payments shall be made effective escep
the end of a catender quarter. It the ownrshipof royatoles. advance royalties or other payments becomes changed into separate
partions of laid hmnhes, Less.emaypay suchroyaties. advonce oyaltestor other payments to the separato arnert jolsty or say sus.
peed paymat %witl suck tire as said separate ownes shal agree in wrlting upan on apportionment of such royallies, a
or other payments and furnish toen wt a certifted or photocopy of therecorded instrument or instrumetes antdncing such agreement.
hI the event of osdgetentiof his Leoneat to a tegregoted pordon or passioesof the Premises,
t al edeence tcyalties payable hereunder
dsal be opportionable as between th seerol leasehold owners ratably according t the sur oce area of each and defaut in the paymIr
m
ail t Isa of .ehe letehld oaers hr.under.losahumohMdL - I
enta f one .h.

require that a plot tar c
20. Is understood by theperies heretodth certain economkand proctical considptons
meant and production, dealned elsewhore herin and hereinafter relerred to as "the plan", be prepared by Lesee and-shat mining
operelom be proseculed in or ordery eutner by first miningcool from one or more tracts in the plan and then estending such
eperatieos to sher trotos in the plan and that suffitdent cool reserves mut becomistted to a mining operalion: (1) to isure an adequate
supplytOrthe pre|*ed life of the minIng operation. wich may be a substantial paded of the: and (2) t aise that ao t tracts owithin Use
wth o afe olferdsd a *esonable oppotunity to recive royaby po ents for their Just and equitabl, shore of coal pr
ing aperodom over te projected life of the wrine. Accordingly, where Leses
has entered into an agreement or agreoents to sell coat
from a entag opeerie. which ia pion ed so Inched any portion of the Premises.tessee tha hoe the right and option to fome a unit
the production of tool to Iidude the Premises
coveredhereby.or any paion or portions thereol, with other lendsowned. operated or
centrelled by tessee iA the vicinity wich are induded in the pion. This right to usnhise may be exereised by Lessee, at its optien at eny
tine, and from time soAme, during the prinay term o thtease or a, say time thereottes regardless of the mens bywhich the tos. is
beig maintained in force and elect. Theunitiation may take place elsher before or duting mining poestios an d cor red by
pion and the trods of land to be included In theunit must be reosesoably estismoted
bytesting, prIor to rnkitbalano to contain econantice
mineable mat. The unitiationd
the Premises or any part thoof sholt be accomplished by she esaeutiu by Lts"n of a dec
describing the tnds so be unsired which shall be malted or detivered to Lessor together with a c
of the plan and which sh
for reghery to the conmeyance records for the potishor parishe wheresuchtend i locoted. Theu th be *efective from the date lie
dedeoliae Is flied for *gistry.
Lts. soy
In like manner amend the unil frm iae to time to delt* land or leones:1) wki .otte hasdetermined do not centain
t
too of
Icanrotemily mineable quality or quantiyr (7) wher lessee has been onable to obtoin necessary penta
tog of such tool despite dIligent effortt to do so;(3) where Lesseehot determined it will be unable to Incorket the coal Iom suchtracts
desptte diligent efforts to do so; or (4) where lesses oghority to unisin or N tlIle to ooet thereln has failed, tck or fallure of autherly
sountrue any Inteest en Iwess intended under the ters ado dedration to be subject thereto sort not irvolidate any such unit; ithi
ninely (90) any at receiptof trten noticefrom any party in Interet of such lock or failure o outhority. Lome hol either secur
wtien roifietin of sheunit de4oreton by theowneror owners of suchinterest as omend the unis decdeotion to delete suck inTo
Ltese #say alto of any time, and from lime to tim. amed a unit dederotion soodd land included In sheplan and reasonably eigimated
by testing to contain economically sineoale me".
Any amendment to the unit shal be accomplihted by the fillag of en oaended uni
deciratlien in the recadt of the parish at poraithe where the land is located logether with on amended ph laraatool mne dev
and production, if appobile. and ealling a sopythereof to Lster. Wtee sho not be sequired to amendthe w& more often thonone
dring any iselve (12) alonth period. Anmndments shal be tfiled for regisry in the tmner aboe provided for the original dec
and when to filed shia relato bocks to and be effectine as a the original effative dao of theunit, except as otherwise
with regard s reatosles paid on coal mined prior or subequent to the filing of she amadement.
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I act 0 remeSonnoly prudead operator to deaelepone operoe the loneenctuese a me ose
ota te
e WAeet.
coatfromat. nait, but there shall be no obligafick *apr Or impled. fr Ltou"* to sae coal Ire lands deleted
After the off rame deteof itisedon, Les may operote li of thelands Incuded wthin a unitas thoughtheyhod been in,
dtuded In a alt*gle lesus eecnuted by Lss and theother owners, and any mirng opertion sconoducted onany poartion of V
regardless of whoe htnd thereon, shat be deemodto anebeen conducted
under the tenn, of this taos
on konds= , 4ely.
Prior o the ol* ivtli de of any dedercolon of nitisation. Leose shel ho* an engineering study made by I Inwe hdo
dent coal cotosin*g firn to determine the sumaed total number of ton of coal ontcipatd to.be mined from Ienh tre? in tie
which Ltue has the right to yroilla ryalty paymeans, and lessr shad be furnished with a copy of mid study. The engineering s
oe staWs the percentsyg of the totmnter
of tareof cool incuded in th engineerng Sudp
.hich is othibuloble to the portion or par
t
of thee
e ideded ithe engineasing aIdy and that percetage s
e pasticipation peoseage in the unit for the p
*f the tropas inflded. For royelty pay.ment purpase.,Lessor
hereby sgrees that the
specified in posegrapht 3 thotI be tbos
ed on that onaont oaf
whldt lsesal to teass porticiton
perce
of the mosaamout
cool minedand told isom oil portions
ond told hoe as Prenises.If teJse
ofohe
unit Podded i. the enginering
sy.
seetandng the actual esent of cealtrmined
amsnds to dete any lend therefromt Leacortparticipalion percentage thai be recalcuinted hased oen the estimated total
numuberof f*re of nal lecoed by the engineerIng study to tha oemnded unit
and thepercltge
o cat wich is aur
portion of the tpt'eite lededed therein. Amendaensts to deete. land from the unit shoP not bet raoodwths.at respect to royollie
ascoal rained and taid prIor to the firi of suchosedeet.
11 te.nwends say masing uit to induade
additiontal lands *r intes, is engttneertsg study tshot be 4tpanded to inrilude due od.
lands and se*' porticipation persaroges shell be ssessilstrad by calculating the total entr ose tofa a etol *t*noed
prnest
misned end editoted total number of tont of coot enticIpated ro be arew
**tertig sudy to itave been cantribsed by treas
anr ech er tota
t ose ptovided, the portiipation pecentoge
fer the ueoieded a llaccordIn to taid study and deer
amseded uttit. ithin ninety (#~days oftr thpsesecution of te hsttunmut dutcibing the emndedl unitatste* shall pay.
of moyely paId under that tse to an anmovalsquat to thes
Leasefeduded in se tuit rytesuffident to bring the total amounet
eo~ntnawhkh would have been pald had tihe caeded smit been dectored of the time the original unt mee*tobflished. ln like manoner,
laes shtal be olowelI a credia agatita roahties entterwint payable under eah aste I***ldedd in the omertded unit. 4 on
time as total roatopoi lloready pold under that lease equal thates ****t n.4.ith nrould hore been paid hod the antanded
atra oya*lties otherwri.e pay
estabPlished. If hante nerdies It. tigt to tatle a tradit
dedoaredat rle time the od~ginal
utit wos
a tease. Ahecredit shcMtob toaen outl of Shy perce (SD%)of sachroyalties due eeth quarter antl the lull omantl suh credit hat
bee. sehiesied.
For the psrposes at tids paragraph 3Dteseedspan fot coal mine denetloet snd produclion tdeal be*the pion develeped by
dedoreotoan.1The
aree
tesee far the slaing, produatoan traspertolton and/or delivery of neal Irom. Ihe lads desribed it the unks
hetsews can beecornmically and efficiently developed and askhwooerd by the pion shugbe the general ere. wchd tansse reotly
aid, lends ceary teperfarm anding functions related to
edaon inegroted operoie n. Theems defined by the plan may
arre owned,
byttion operated
teats,.te or controlled br lsease
above
mould
be
which.if owand. opendted or cattrolled bryetessee
rnlntragas Leas
well and
asbevied
tenitant
t
ecorromltelly and effidcieftly develeped ad mined as art Integrated operation wtithin tAe arwo o the p on. less stay at an
tram lte to tIme ate nd the plan to inclde addtional landt whilch Letsaereanably believes cat he economicotay
t and efticientir
deveped ad mnted as on hnegrated operation whhi other londs Included in tdt pion. Theplon ht be dereluopedngoad folth bt
nst nol indade or her the sens as any mine pion filed byt.t0 for thepurposes of paragrapi t31 hereof or arty mhe pioni or othee.
pIes widei leseemay ____s
file lor the
purrpon
of obtoining ony liseme,. permit,. autheuisellen or other content fre
arty agency
regulatory body or ofteder orthe purposeof ntdeing, producing ao stili teoal.
the terms ad proiins ot oM epplcable tes end
21t 11 eminding it operotion 'reender tanse tooa fuly emply
perit.mng
=Itotionwg
otereto.
2. tesor here n atrates and ogres
lls df as to te Frerhes ad aes that Lssee at its option may dischorge an
stoages or oher a r on the Premiste and to he eert testee elec so. tesu shall ie sInaated toun te mitt tihe ioalt a
s ome ad
apply se alties. odancorykes at othat paytnerealeotng hereunder toward ttsyInig the me. Any alter acqre
to de benefri
do otesor (aheoer ty doaeaon t oeherie)
to As coal or otherwieonces
in, an or utdea te Premhestholue
tonse
st a
Inth ao mart

the unit

sayalty

theunis

Israel

m-

a

In23.
Ilsor

and

o el th

hereby

ei,.

t oor as
a nd daowertrha
urender and release all rights of hoersesod

uch rights old

toer offed ti Lease ad operations threunder by teass.
the prie s egotais ad undaerandingso de portiehs treto
and ebadies the entire egreemeant fa the
a. Thistease ett
smand ser * *
*ither ogreaients. nraces oandiiont. countets (espressed or implied) at ather team withrospec to we urfece
a AsShess ad/or the coaluitoted nl. oan or nder tim Pareres whasehr wrin ao t arbal or atecedent or contemperonouts di
y

the

netatioersalo.

2fl. sotang as anp lend ttereis detscrbed ts subjestte raineraldeed, cose or other esttrume~nt whichr rsay etide eoher persons to
sot
r*eir* asy
oda***re eat ates, royaltIes or othe tacmspayable hweendeso ao claim the tame an the enent of dispule or ltipatea
atch right o edoset royalty. r*yey a. o other se poar blS herenader, payment of ony such a daonce tryalies, royalties a.
Foet. may bct iseid
rhouop traer b Lessee uIl rsh se miner deed or ther intruarant has been seleased, enpirod
ted at to such
load.o utrrl rtch dtsputc oa liigorion is tloll
termnoed and tet e has been frasthed with prol to un
26 ANID 27 AnTACaHED.
sotitdry to tant.
SES ADDITION-AL PAra itS
Id WITNI $ WHEt tfrOF. tenor hat caused ths teas and careemret to becduly ecuted of th date l seoe ao*t*.
WITNESSES:
iissoe

SEE SIGNATURE SR~ET, ATTACRED IlBBETO
AND HADS A PART HfllEOP.

.......

558 ...................

OF ............
.......
STATE
PARI (Oil COUJNT)
................
be***
OCrhin t ...
oe.........doyay
or .. L.............................................
................... n.....................to
mee hnon to be
ee personallyop
a
*a t .. el..........................
.....
the p
e
s dmned
'is and
ho
ean ed rho oregig lanstrustend wi a nowledgedshat .. ... ..................
a............................
escued escn oe s........................
l
....
.................

i..........

..-

..

1

......

...

...............

free

o

.

and ded.

StATE Of tOUslArA
PAReIHOF .....
**
6EFOSi t. rhof undersigned NoaoryPublic. an tthit day persiaey appeared .....................----..-....-..
who. tnong tby metdly tswo, stloed under oath
.... I..........g..................................................
li.
atuaibigtt Lasne** to oie foregoing tnrmenl and
ton e ..........................,..................
as nn to
..............................
bessor as abaeo
that Ases
gmwandginedty .h.e................................
r see o the other subcribing
aeed) in . . .ei.. .r.. . . . . . . . .... present eoatd in rte pat
rt
TO AND SSrIs
$WOIIN

D belaorne.

-..
No"aryPull aIn and for..... ........
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Attached to and made a part of Coal Lease dated
1982.

'T/A.

*L

/L1

*

executed by "

26. Uese shall pay to Lessor a mimaum royalty of $3000.00 per acre for each
surface acre of the Premees from which merchantable coal is actually mined and
removed. There shall be credited agaitst any payment due hereunder all royalties
and advance royalties theretofore paid hereunder. It any payment is due under
this Paragraph after applying the above credis, such payment shall be made at
the final termination of this lease as to all parts of the Preatees.
27. It is agreed that Lessee's right to mine clay, sand and gravel, as granted
in Paragraph I hereof, is limited to the mining of such spstances as they are
encountered in mining operations conducted for the production of coal or lignite.
Lessor expressly reserves unto himself, his heirs and assigne, the right to mine
such substances or grant leases for the mining thereof, provided that such mining
or leases shall be and remain subject to the terms of this coal lease, and that
such operations by Leassoror its asid Lessees shall not interfere with, impair,
restrict or render impossible, Leasses's operations hereunder.

SIGVED FOR IDENTIFICATION:

-
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